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We aim to provide the advice people need for the problems they
face and to improve the policies and practices that affect people's
lives.
We provide free, independent, confidential and impartial advice to
everyone on their rights and responsibilities. We value diversity,
promote equality and challenge discrimination.

Somerset Telephone Adviceline 03 444 889 623
Monday – Friday 9:00am – 5:00pm
Email access via
www.mendipcab.org.uk link
Web www.mendipcab.org.uk
Self Help Advice www.adviceguide.org.uk
We have adopted the recommended Citizens Advice Information Assurance
(IA) policy. We collect data and manage IA risks in accordance with this.
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Highfield House, Cannards Grave Road,
Shepton Mallet, BA4 5BT
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The Town Hall, Market Place, Wells, BA5 2RB

www.mendipcab.org.uk/Contact.html

Chairman's Report 2017-2018
I am pleased to report that the good ship Citizens Advice Mendip has no role on the deeper
complexities of the Brexit negotiations! Quite definitely too, we are well below the radar on
what must be the most volatile of periods on the world stage. Profound change internationally
may or may not come to haunt us all, but some things don't change. People will still come
through our doors, grappling with day to day pressures of living and coping even in our quiet
corner of Somerset. This is our story and theirs during 2017-18.
It would be good to report a big drop in demand over previous years, but the reality is that we
are as busy as ever. Ever keen to
encourage people to contact us by
whatever means possible, we
assisted over 4,000 people last
year, and they in turn presented
over 21,000 separate issues for
resolution. The latter is an
increase
over
last
year,
emphasising again that many
problems are heavily inter-related
and take a lot of unpicking.
Indebtedness and benefits issues
continue to dominate, and those
with a disability represent an
alarmingly
disproportionate
percentage of our clients.
Without financial support from
funders and major contracts,
Citizens Advice Mendip as an
independent charity would be
powerless to help. To the relief of my Board, this year saw us secure a balanced budget in
record time and gave us the security and assurance to plan into 2018. We are indebted to our
principal partners, Mendip District Council, Somerset County Council, our towns and parishes,
and our main contractors, for their continued faith and support for our work.
Providing advice is no longer the domain of the enthusiastic amateur. It is a testament to the
public spiritedness of our team that we continue to attract high calibre volunteers and retain
many of our senior ones, despite the demands and complexities of training, managing
information and the latest debilitating round of 'data protection' requirements ... We pay
homage to them.
2017-2018 has seen some comings, goings and losses. We said goodbye to our Chief Officer,
Stuart Chadbourne, who has moved to Powys, and welcomed Ian Byworth as our new CEO.
We are fortunate in attracting such good people. Our Board saw the departure of our longstanding and former Treasurer, Colin Fraser McKenzie, while the whole organisation was
rocked by the sad and untimely death of Sonia Pike, who led Mendip CAB so ably up to 2013.
I hope you find this Annual Report a good read. It is a testament to the very hard work of our
volunteers, staff and trustees, and in turn is a big thank-you from us all - client and worker
alike - for the fantastic support we get from our partners to make all this possible.
Malcolm Williams
Chair of Trustees
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Demands on our service continued to rise this year,
with over 4,000 people coming to our offices for
help with more than 21,000 problems. Problems
rarely exist in isolation, and our clients present on
average with five problems each. Not only is this an
increase on last year, but our advisers report that
Mendip clients are coming to us with increasingly
complex issues which take longer to advise on and
to resolve.
Shepton Mallet is still our busiest office and where
we provide the bulk of our Assisted Digital Service,
assisting clients with online Universal Credit claims.
In the next year, we are going to extend delivery of
this service to our other offices.

In the east of the district, Frome continues to be our second busiest office with the greatest
demand on our 'drop-in' service - with Street picking up client appointments from Glastonbury
where we continue to run the advice bus.

Problems by Category
Debt and welfare benefits continue to be the greatest categories of work flowing into our offices
on a daily basis for paid staff and volunteers to deal with.
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The two most common benefit issues we dealt with in 2017/18 were Employment Support Allowance and Personal Independence Payments. The complexity of applications for these means that
our advisers spend a lot of time assisting clients to complete their application forms correctly; and
equally, a lot of time assisting other clients on appeals when clients haven’t completed them correctly.
In 2017/18 we helped clients deal with a total of 5,276 debt issues, amounting to £2,847,698 of
debt. The average per client debt sitting at £10,827.
The three most common debt enquiries in 2017/18 were

Council Tax Arrears – average debt of £989

Credit Card – average debt of £6,665

Water Arrears – average debt of £1,007
Debt Relief Order enquiries (DRO) were still buoyant at 143 for the year. Not everyone is eligible
and our small team of accredited DRO intermediaries submitted 62 DRO applications for clients.

Where our
Clients
Came from
It is satisfying to see that Citizens
Advice Mendip continues to
meet the needs of Mendip
residents wherever they live. In
2017-18 people from every ward
in the Mendips came to us for
help.
Frome Market continues to be
our busiest ward, with Shepton
East not far behind. Each of the
other three main settlements
had busy wards in the top 10
with St Cuthbert's in Wells, Street
South and St Benedict's in
Glastonbury.
It remains our aim to stay visible
and accessible to the 40% of
Mendip residents who do not
live in the five main settlements.
The difficulties of delivering a
service across a wide rural area
are clear, with poor transport
options for clients and the
spread of our limited resources.
Our challenge is to widen our
service offer in the coming year,
and to make it easier to access
our service in a variety of
different ways.

Workload

Most of our work is still done face-to-face with clients, underlining the
importance of maintaining an office presence in towns. We have to balance this
with the need of those who can't visit our offices cheaply or easily, for example,
those in paid work.

Clients and Problems
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We had people of all ages through our
various doors in 2017/18. The largest age
group, proportionally, this year was again
people in the 45–54 years bracket, but we
had significant numbers of people over 65
years old, including three over 95.
The demographic of an increasing ageing
population in Somerset will create further
demand on our services. But we take a
‘glass half full’ view on life, so we see the
opportunity this trend presents, because
older people provide us with a good deal of
volunteer hours.
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The number of clients declaring themselves
to be living with a disability or a long-term
health condition (LTHC) remained constant
this year.
This reflects our continued
presence in GP surgeries, despite reduced
funding for this work. We see our work with
health practitioners, who are 'social
prescribers', as hugely beneficial - not least
for the client, but also the community. The
demonstrable social return on investment
from this work is well documented,
reducing pressure on statutory health and
social care services.

Client by Type of Disability/LTHC
Many of our clients come to us with
healthcare needs as well as advice needs.
Some of these are the most vulnerable in
our community, and accessing basic
services or rights that you or I might take
for granted can be difficult for them. No
more so than those living with mental ill
health - 32% of our clients were living with
this.
Supporting these clients with advice and
practical help can be an important part of
improving their mental health.

Last year 1,572 families from the Mendips turned to us for help, including
2,217 dependent children, 483 single parent families with 937 children, and
79 families with 98 children who had less than £92 a week to live on.
Quite often we are the only independent source of help available.

Clients by Housing Status
In 2017/18, nearly two thirds of our clients
lived in rented accommodation, with the
largest proportion of them being housing
association tenants, followed closely by
those in private rented accommodation. The
availability and affordability of housing is a
significant issue for many of our clients.
Housing issues are commonly linked to
benefit and debt matters. Our close working
relationship with the District Council's
Housing Options team is a key partnership
for us to prevent homelessness and tackle
housing issues.
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Clients by Employment Status
Almost three quarters of Citizens Advice
Mendip clients in 2017/18 were living on
fixed incomes or income replacement
benefits. With rising living costs for fuel and
food, this is very challenging for those in
this situation and no better for many in
work but on low incomes.
The roll-out of UC has not improved this for
many, particularly those moving onto the
new benefit who face a lengthy 'waiting
period' before their benefits are paid - very
often the clients dealing with this have little
in the way of savings to tide them over.
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These figures underlie the demand for our
debt and welfare benefit advice services, as
we deal with some of the most financially
pressured people in the community.
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Clients by Household Income
Nearly 1 in 4 of Citizens Advice Mendip
clients' monthly household income is less
than £400 a month - that is about £92 a
week to live on. More broadly, almost half
of our clients had less than £138 a week.
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15% of our clients were from a Black or Minority Ethnic background (BME)
and we saw clients from 37 different countries.

GP Outreach Project
Our GP outreach service is designed for individuals with health issues which are often linked to, or exacerbated by, other problems in their lives – commonly debt and
income matters. We provide a non-clinical prescribing option for doctors dealing
with health issues like depression, anxiety and stress. Advice and support can tackle
some of the root causes of these illnesses, and act as an alternative to medication
for the symptoms.
Some clients struggle with the thought of going to their local Citizens Advice, sitting
with others in the waiting room and seeing different advisers each time. Our GP outreach service provides them with the familiar environment of their GP surgery.

‘

‘

Scoring enough points and having sufficient evidence
from the appropriate healthcare professionals now
requires skilled staff - like Iona - to support claimants
like me, having to prove the impact of having a disability and complex health .

Client A
listening and reassuring that her we could help
Mrs A suffers from PTSD, depression and her to get through this difficult time. To deal
ADHD. She has been to Citizens Advice Mendip with the immediate crisis we organised a food
for help a number of times over the years, but parcel and a grant payment to keep her elecoften failed to engage or follow up on agreed tricity on. Meanwhile we challenged the DWP
actions. This was especially so with her debts, decision and they accepted our argument. This
as she tended to shut down when things were meant an additional award to increase her UC.
not going well. Mrs A has no support, does not We secured a suspension of the Council Tax enopen her post and finds it difficult to deal with forcement on grounds of her vulnerability, and
organisations. In January, Mrs A’s ESA was a debt repayment plan was set up. Four other
stopped after failing a Work Capability Assess- non-priority debts, totalling around £1,500,
ment, which forced her to make a Universal were also successfully written off and a PIP apCredit application. At this point, her doctor re- plication was submitted.
ferred her into GP outreach service. Her weekly
money had been reduced and her Housing
Benefit had stopped,
causing her to fall behind
with the rent whilst waiting for her UC to come
through. She also had
Enforcement
Agents
knocking at her door for
non-payment of Council
Tax, and numerous other
debts with no means to
pay any of them. The impact of all this on Mrs A’s
fragile mental health was
profound and she felt
under siege. A large part
of the first meeting at the
surgery outreach was
Faith and Lucy , our GP advisors , with Jenny , our project volunteer administrator
spent with the adviser

Client B
Client has PTSD, anxiety & depression and suicidal ideation. She has been struggling on a low
income – sickness benefits only - and was hit by
the ‘bedroom tax’ when her children left home.
She fell behind on her rent and Council Tax and
had received letters threatening eviction from
her housing association property and court action over the Council Tax debt. She was not able
to afford to heat her home over the cold winter.
The stress of the housing situation had made
her health worse and she was reaching the end
of her tether. Her GP referred her to us for
help.
We helped her to apply for a discretionary payment from the council. Her application was successful and the payment covered the Council
Tax debt, rent arrears and the shortfall in her
housing benefit due to the bedroom tax.
We secured a Surviving Winter grant so she
could afford to put the heating on.
We discovered a historical mistake by the DWP
– underpaying her by £75 a week for several
years. We are taking action on her behalf to
have this corrected and to get her a backdated
payment.

‘

Iona with Dr Sylvester from
The Glastonbury Surgery, Feversham Lane

Client said we were a lifeline ... without our help she
doesn’t think she would still be here. She had been
thinking, “I can’t do this anymore”. She said, “The
way that everybody is connected - Citizens Advice
and the GPs helped enormously.”

Client C
Ms MB has multiple long-term conditions and
had been on DLA for 10 years. When she was
moved onto PIP she failed the assessment and
her disability benefit was stopped. She logged
a mandatory reconsideration to no avail and it
was at that point that she was referred by her
GP to the GP outreach project to help submit
her appeal to the tribunal.
She won her case, receiving high rates for
both components, with the judge noting that,
"The panel were appalled at the ATOS assessment. The lady is severely disabled with a horrendous condition that she and her family battle bravely."

‘

‘

I have found the support to be tremendously helpful
to me during this terrible time. I cannot thank everyone enough and cannot find words to describe how
much this has helped me.

Client D
Mr D has long-term physical and mental health
conditions. When he was migrated from DLA to
PIP, a reassessment of his needs resulted in the
downgrading of his benefits and a reduction in
his income. Naturally, this caused him huge
anxiety and he was put on anti-depressants to
help him cope. At the same time, his doctor referred him into the GP outreach service. We
appealed the DWP decision and the original decision was eventually overturned. With the
granting of his PIP and the reinstatement of his
ESA premium, the immediate cause of his anxiety had been removed; shortly afterwards he
came off the anti-depressants.

We are more than just a leaflet ...
Citizens Advice Mendip is much more than just somewhere you go to
pick up a leaflet for information, so we thought we would take this
opportunity to highlight the many different things we do and how we
engage with the wider community.

Multi-channel Access to Advice

Face to face – we have 51 hours of open door full advice sessions service at Frome
(15 hours), Shepton Mallet (12), Wells (12) and Street (12). We also have 18 hours of
Assisted Information and Self Help services in our Shepton Mallet office, plus many
more hours of pre-booked appointment time too. See our website for more details.
Telephone – as part of the Somerset group of Citizens Advice we provide a
telephone service five days a week from 9am – 5pm on 03 444 889 623.
Digital – we offer e-mail access for help and advice from our website on-line. This provides 24/7
access to our comprehensive information and interactive Adviceguide service which is updated
daily to ensure accuracy; it also has a broad range of self-help tools and template letters available.

GP-based Advice Services

We have worked in partnership with GP surgeries across Mendip for many years. It
is widely accepted that many people present at their GP with a medical problem due
to problems they are having to cope with in their lives. Our GP outreach project
provides GPs with a non-clinical prescribing option to help deal with problems
underlying depression, stress or anxiety.
At the time of writing this project is subject to acute funding reductions and may not continue
through 2018/19. We would urge anyone who has used this service to express their support to
their GP or Practice Manager.

Emergency Help in Crisis

In concert with the other Citizens Advice services in Somerset we have been the
front door for people to access the County Council’s Local Assistance Scheme (LAS),
a vital scheme designed to help people in acute need of either food, fuel or
essential household goods. The service is located in Citizens Advice because, when
people come to us for emergency help, we are better placed than most to begin
dealing with the underlying issue that has tipped the person into crisis.
The LAS has been subject to funding reductions by SCC for 2019/20. We would urge anyone who
has used the LAS, either as a beneficiary or a professional referring their clients to us for crisis
help, to express their support for the Scheme to their local County Councillor.

Preventing Homelessness

We provide Mendip District Council Housing Options team with a fast-track advice
service for people facing eviction. MDC Housing Option clients are sent over to us
with eviction notices about to be executed within the next few days, sometimes even
the next few hours. Our teams are able to quickly help them complete the relevant
court forms, assemble a financial statement, and occasionally even put the client in
a taxi to get them to the County Court on time to get the warrant suspended giving time to sort
out the problems that the client is facing. This not only keeps people and families in their homes
but also saves the local authority (and therefore local council tax payers) many £000s in
emergency accommodation and re-housing costs.

Specialist Debt Advice Service

Debt makes up a significant element of the demand for help from Citizens Advice
Mendip. The amount of new debt caseload coming through our doors regularly
reaches the millions of pounds a year. Our small team of Debt Advisers are able to
offer a full debt management service to help people begin the process of getting
their finances (and often their lives) back in order. Citizens Advice Mendip is properly
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to provide debt advice services,
and anyone seeking help with their debts, or other partners referring their clients for debt advice,
should exercise great caution: check for FCA authorisation wherever they go so they can be sure
they are fully protected from poor or uninsured debt advisers. We are also fully accredited by the
Insolvency Service for our debt team to act as intermediaries for Debt Relief Orders for eligible
clients.

Helping Develop Money Skills in Young People

We continue to work with an expanding number of local schools by taking financial
awareness and capability programmes into the education arena. We see this as vital
to get young people thinking about smarter ways to manage their money before
they are faced with hard choices away from their family support. These have been
very well received by teachers and pupils alike, so much so that we have been
supported by local funders once more to deliver in more schools, and not just in Mendip — further
afield in Somerset too.

Helping Develop Money Skills in Adults

To help avoid clients getting into the same problem over and over again, we provide
Personal Budgeting Support (PBS) to improve their skills and ability to manage their
financial affairs. We provide PBS to people who have been enrolled on the new
Universal Credit system. These are directly referred by the Jobcentre Plus work
coaches for help with coping during the six weeks they are without any money at the
outset of their claim, and to help them develop improved consuming habits for the future, such as
energy best deals, switching to Direct Debits to pay bills etc.

Linking with Partner Schemes to Help People

Looking to use the wide recognition of the Citizens Advice brand for independence
and good practice, many other organisations also turn to us to help deliver their
bespoke support programmes. Somerset Community Foundation, for example, uses
us to deliver their Surviving
Winter grants to older
Mendip residents who are in need of
support. We are able to promote similarly
helpful schemes such as Wessex Water’s
Assist and Restart programmes which can
certainly help people manage their water
bills better. We have linked in with the Big
Energy Saving Network (BESN) to help
people make smarter energy usage and
explore options such as switching
suppliers.

Investment Return in Citizens Advice
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So on behalf of all our clients past,
present and future we would like to
acknowledge the vital contribution all our funders make in keeping free advice services available to
the people of Mendip. Thank you.
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SCC Core Grant

£61K

Money Out
Like most organisations the bulk of
our money goes on salaries and
the necessary costs to run our
services, but a good deal of the
money we receive goes directly to
the clients we see. For example in
the ‘Other’ costs, about £14K is
funding that we distributed on
behalf of Somerset County Council
in the form of the Local Assistance
Scheme funds.
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Our costs of £456K this year were exceeded by our income of £465K by £9K.

Social Value Return
Social Return on Investment (SROI) is the value
of the work that we do, not just for the
individual client but in terms of wider public
and fiscal benefits. This is most easily seen with
our GP outreach service, where social
prescribing can replace the need for medical
prescribing. It’s also evident in the value of
income that we generate for our clients and
reductions in their debts. The overall impact of
this is significant, in terms of both client wellbeing and fiscal standing, reducing the need for
healthcare, housing and social care.
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CO’s Closing Remarks
At the heart of what we do
Having joined Citizens Advice Mendip in the final three months of 2017/18, what I’ve found
most striking is the passion and commitment of the team. Whether I’m working with a
Trustee, a volunteer or paid member of the team, the focus is always about the service - our
clients come first.
When you listen to the practical difficulties that many of our clients face and see what a
difference our services make to their lives, it’s easy to understand where that passion comes
from.
Of course, passion is not enough on its own to deliver high-quality advice services across
Mendip’s large rural area. So we rely on our partnerships and funding to support the work
that we do. We are fortunate that our partners and funders share our aims and work with us
to achieve them – improving people’s lives and giving them the tools to better deal with their
problems in future.
In the current economic climate of austerity, which I think everyone now accepts is no
temporary ‘blip’, it’s unlikely that we’ll see a drop in our client numbers, nor will their advice
needs become less complex. The reality is that more clients are turning to us for help with
increasingly complex advice needs.
With funding stretched, our focus in the year ahead is to do more with what we have and to
do it even better than before. Recognising that clients have different needs and preferences,
we can make it easier for them to access our services, offering webchat and greater access to
telephone advice for those who find it difficult or expensive to travel. We can also find ways to
work more efficiently and effectively with the limited resources we have: making better use of
ICT for remote working, offering the same level of service from every office, and encouraging
more people to join our team as volunteers.
Alongside our advice services, we must not
forget that one of our core aims is to highlight
the human stories from our work - to
influence social policy and make changes that
impact positively on peoples’ lives. We also
need to demonstrate the wider value of our
services - how every £1 that funds Citizens
Advice provides up to £50 of social and
economic value. Now I’d say that’s a good
return on investment!
In everything that we do at Citizens Advice
Mendip - whether it’s the CEO completing a
funding bid; Trustees making strategic
decisions on finance; volunteers giving up a
couple of days of their time to work with us;
or paid staff delivering specialist advice
services - there is a golden thread which runs
through all of this work: our shared goal to
provide an excellent service for our clients.
Ian Byworth
CEO

Volunteering

If you have any spare time on your
hands and want to help members of
your community, then why not
become a Volunteer at the Citizens
Advice Mendip?
If you are …
Open minded
Willing to learn new skills
Interested in people
Keen to help others
Able to make a regular commitment of your time
And have basic computer skills (training will be given)
Then we would be interested in hearing from you.
www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/support-us/
volunteering

Tel: 01749 345394
Email: admin@mendipcab.org.uk

Donating

Join the Friends of Citizens Advice Mendip
Raising funds to support the work of Citizens Advice Mendip
Buy a share in our supporters' scheme and 70% of your donation will go
directly to support the bureau. The other 30% will be part of our
monthly prize draw fund.
www.mendipcab.org.uk/Forms/Friends.pdf

Give as you Live
Sign up to Give as you Live and shop at your
favourite stores and they'll donate directly to us.
uk.virginmoneygiving.com and search for Mendip Citizens Advice

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
www.mendipcab.org.uk

Somerset Telephone Adviceline 03 444 889 623
Monday – Friday 9:00am – 5:00pm
Email advice@mendipcab.org.uk

Web www.mendipcab.org.uk
Self Help Advice www.adviceguide.org.uk

